Accountancy

Write down the following questions:
Q1.State any four advantages of accounting.
Q2.Give the area of interest for the following users of accounting :
Investors, lenders, government
Q3.Differentiate between book keeping, accounting and accountancy.
Q4.What steps an accountant would take to make the company’s financial
statements reliable and understandable?
Q5. Differentiate between:
Trade discount and cash discount
Revenue and capital receipts
Q6.Name the liabilities that are payable usually after one year.
Q7.Name the assets held for continuous use in the business and not ment for
resale.
Q8.Name the person who owes money to the business enterprise.
Q9. Differentiate between cash and accrual basis of Accounting.
Q10.Explain the basic assumptions of accounting.
Q11.Closing stock is valued at lower of cost or market price, which concept of
accounting is applied here?explain the concept.
Q12Explian the following with example: Materiality concept, Revenue recognition
concept, matching concept, conservatism concept.

Awareness Time!
Note: 1. Revise the syllabus taught in the month April and May.
Business
studies

1. Do project work on topic “Banking Services”.
2. Write down all long answers from chapter1 and chapter 2 review exercise.

Awareness Time!
Note: May.

1. Revise the syllabus taught in the month April and
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Q.NO.1 Distinguish between Micro and Macro economics with example?
Q.NO.2 Discuss the central problem of economics?
Q. NO.3 Explain the properties of a PPC?
Q.NO.4 Why Production Possibility Curve is concave shape? Explain.
Economics

Q.NO.5 Production in an economy is below its potential due to unemployment.
Govt start employment generation schemes. Explain its effects using PPC.
Q.NO. 6 An economy always produces on, but not inside a PPC .comment.
Q.NO.7 Explain the meaning of opportunity cost with the help of PPC schedule.
Q.NO.8 What is MRT? Explain with the help of an example.

Q.NO.9 Define statistics in plural sense. Write its characteristics also.
Q.NO.10 Distinguish between qualitative and quantitative data.
Q.NO.11 Write any five importance of statistics in economics.
Q.NO.12 Prepare a list of statistical information that you facilitate comparison of
academic performance of your school with other in your neighbourhood.
Note: -

1. Revise the syllabus taught in the month April and May.

